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2018                                     APRIL                                     2 018

Church times may be changed.  Please check with Churchwardens
  1st EASTER SUNDAY   LH, 9:00am, HC (Rev David Taylor)
  8th Sun LH, 7:00pm,  Evening Prayer
13th Fri Last Day for $10 discount on LH Town Tax
15th Sun LH, 11:00am,  HE (Rev David Taylor)
22nd Sun LH, 11:00am,  Morning Prayer
29th Sun LH, 7:00pm,  Evening Prayer

M   Full Moon

2018                                      M AY                                      2018

  6th Sun Church Service Schedule not yet available
13th Sun
20th Sun
21st Mon Victoria Day
27th Sun
29th Tues M   Full Moon

2018                                      JUNE                                      2018

  3rd Sun
10th Sun
17th Sun
24th Sun
28th Thur M   Full Moon

2018                           ADVANCE DATES                         2 018

July     1st Sun Canada Day
    15th Sun Cemetery Flower Service
    27th Fri M   Full Moon

Aug   26th Sun M   Full Moon
Sep     3rd Mon Labour Day

   24th Mon M   Full Moon
Oct   24th Wed M   Full Moon
Nov    4th Sat Daylight Saving ends - clocks back one hour

   23rd Fri M   Full Moon
Dec  22nd Sat M   Full Moon

   25th Tues Christmas Day

BUSINESS & ORGANISATION DIRECTORY

! Byrne’s Store, Main Street. York Harbour 

groceries, hardware, gas & diesel, souvenirs 681-2040
wandastrickland@outlook.com

! Captain Cook B&B & Cottages, York Harbour 
Email:  info@captaincookbb.ca 681-2906; 1-877-681-2906

! Captain Cook’s Galley, 135 Little Port Rd, Lark Harbour
Restaurant - Seasonal - Call for information                681-2777

! Creative Photography by Linda, 131 Main St, Lark Hr
Email: creativephotographyraphybylinda9@gmail.com
131 Main St, Lark Harbour                       709 681-2255

! Curling ONE Stop Service Station, Corner Brook 
366 Curling Street, automotive repairs, servicing        785-2619

! Drop In Lounge, 23 Main Street, Lark Harbour 
entertainment, food, licenced                 681-2103

! Eddie Joyce, MHA, Bay of Islands, Corner Brook 
Minister, House of Assembly, St John’s. NL 634-7883

! Gudie Hutchings, MP, Long Range Mountains, NL
Member of Parliament, Canada. 709 637-4540
gudie.hutchings@parl.gc.ca

! Marlaine’s Tidewatcher Café, 59 Main Street, Lark Hr
Enjoy a meal beside the Harbour  681-2140

! Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store, Lark Harbour  
groceries, hardware, gas, marine supplies       681-2160

! The Roost, Gift Shop and Gallery, York Harbour
sea glass, paintings, handmade glass beads        681-2341

Please Note: 
Due to log-in problems I no longer use FACEBOOK.

However you may still find my page there.

file:///|//blowmedowner@gmail.com
http://www.blowmedowner.webs.com/
http://www.captaincookbb.ca/
mailto:info@captaincookbb.ca
file:///|//https///www.google.ca/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x4b7b90c23b788583%3A0x99d667416d26e6e6!2m22!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i20!16m16!1b1!2m2!1m1!1e1!2m2!1m1!1e3!2m2!1m1!1e5!2m2!1m1!1e4!2m2!1m1!1e6!3m1!7e115!4s%2Fmaps%2Fplace%2FCaptain%2BCook%27s%2BGalley%2C%2BRestaurant%2C%2B
http://www.creativephotography-bylinda.com/
mailto:creativephotographybylinda@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/DropInLounge/
http://www.assembly.nl.ca/members/cms/EddieJoyce.htm
http://ghutchings.liberal.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/tidewatchercafe/
http://bobsnewfoundland.com/the-roost.html
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Obituary

RENNIE EARLE WILLIAMS
1935 July 12 - 2018 March 8

York Harbour

It was with sadness that we announced
the passing of Rennie Earle Williams
on Thursday, 2018 March 8, at the
Western Memorial Regional Hospital
at the age of 82 years.

He is lovingly remembered by his
three children, Shirley Hunt (Gerry),
Curtis Williams (Tammy), Sharon
Callfas (James); grandchildren: Steven
Hunt, Julie Dionne, Emily Williams,
Rebecca Williams, Mary Williams, Leah Callfas, Aiden Callfas; great
grandchildren Jennifer Hunt and Jericho Dionne. He was predeceased
by his wife Alice, 2015 November 7.

In keeping with his wishes cremation has taken place and a private
family Ceremony of Remembrance was held.

An unfillable void was left in Rennie’s life after the loss of his dear
wife, partner and best friend, Alice.  It gives us comfort to know they
have now been reunited.

As expressions of sympathy memorial donations were made to the
Canadian Cancer Society, www.cancer.ca.

We offer our most sincere condolences
to Rennie’s family and friends.

Obituary

ALICE MARIE WILLIAMS
1947 September 14 - 2015 November 7

It was with great sadness that the family of
the late Alice Marie Williams announced
her passing on Saturday, 2015 November
7 at Western Memorial Regional Hospital
in Corner Brook at the age of 68 years.

Alice left to mourn with fond and
loving memories her husband: Rennie;
children: Shirley (Gerry) Hunt, Curtis
(Tammy) Williams, Sharon (James)
Callfas; grandchildren: Steven, Julie,
Emily, Rebecca, Mary, Leah, and Aiden;
great grandchildren: Jennifer and Jericho;
brother: Alpheaus (Elsie) Oldford; and a
circle of nieces, nephews, other relatives
and friends.

The family received friends from Fillatre’s Funeral Home, 218
Curling Street, on Monday, November 9 from 2-4pm.  Cremation
followed.

As expressions of sympathy flowers were graciously accepted or
donations could be made to a Charity of One‘s Choice.  The family
guestbook was signed at our website at www.fillatre.ca.

Mrs Williams’s obituary has been included here with respect
as it was omitted at the time of her passing in 2015.

Obituary

KENNETH  HENRY JOYCE
1946 July 25 - 2018 March 18

Lark Harbour

It was with great sadness that the family
of the late Kenneth Henry Joyce
announced his passing at the Western
Memorial Regional Hospital on Sunday,
2018 March 18, at the age of 71 years.

He left to mourn, four brothers: Ira
(Mary), Woodrow (Ethel), and Thomas
(Sandra), Rendells; two sisters: Rose,
Gladys (George); also a large circle of
nieces, nephews, family and friends. He
will also be missed by his furry little friend Sally.  He was
predeceased by his father and mother Martha and Johnny Joyce, and
his brother William.

The family would like to thank the nurses and doctors at the
Western Memorial Regional Hospital  and the Palliative Care Unit.

At Kenneth’s request cremation has taken place. Visitation was
held on Wednesday, 2018 March 21, at St James Anglican Church,
Lark Harbour, at 12:00 noon, followed by the funeral services at
2:00 pm with Rev David Taylor officiating.  Interment to take place
at the church cemetery. 

As expressions of sympathy, in lieu of flowers, memorial
donations could be made to the Canadian Cancer Society, or the
Palliative Care Unit, Western Memorial Regional Hospital.

The family guest book could be signed by visiting
www.country-haven.ca.

We offer our most sincere condolences
to Kenneth’s family and friends.

The Obituary for Alexander Penney is printed on page 5

The “MARCH FOR OUR LIVES”

This is the name of the protest March which took place in
Washington, DC, USA and many other places around the world.  It
was organised by students of the Parkland High School where 17
students and teachers were murdered on 2018 February 14 by a young
man with a semi-automatic weapon.

In the absence of any effective legislation, the students are
marching to show their determination to change the existing gun laws. 
The USA is the only free country that places a public right to own
military attack weapons above the safety of everyone. 

The root of the matter is the famous Second Amendment of the
US Constitution.  (See actual text)  It was added in 1791 during
potential danger from the English who wanted to reclaim control of
America for the king.  The Amendment still allows the possession of
unspecified weapons by any citizen.  What ordinary citizen needs to
own a military-style rapid-fire attack weapon?  What is he defending
against?  A maniac with a similar gun.  If all such guns were outlawed
except for controlled military use, hundreds of lives would be saved. 
It is high time Americans changed this Second Amendment
anachronism to reflect modern weapon technology.  — SLH

http://www.cancer.ca.
http://www.fillatre.ca.
http://www.country-haven.ca.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution#Text
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution#Text
file:///|//Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution#Text
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ANIMAL WELFARE & SLAVERY
Sequel to “A Personal Matter”, pg 10 in March issue

In times past, not so long ago, some human beings were also believed
to be different from “us” intellectually, culturally and morally and they
were relegated to a subhuman existence as slaves.  If you believe that
slavery was “not so bad”, then read a few books like Daniel Defoe’s
Robinson Crusoe (1719), Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s
Cabin (1852), or most recently Lawrence Hill’s novel The Book of
Negroes (2007) which is based on an actual historical document. 
These books illustrate clearly the attitudes of white people in their
own times to people of colour.  Most people, though sadly not all, now
accept those cultural differences as being as legitimate as our own.  In
medieval times our legal system condoned savage punishments such
as cutting off the right hand of a man who stole a loaf of bread to feed
his starving family, and equally cruel penalties could await slaves who
stepped out of line.

What might be seen today as “savage, primitive justice” is now
controlled as it applies to citizens, but many basic human rights of
westerners that are protected under our constitutions and laws do not
apply to non-citizens.  Immigrants are frequently denied justice under
our western laws, merely because these persons were born in another
country and do not possess our citizenship.  This makes them “second
class” in the eyes of the law.  And in many cases it is as difficult for
such a person to gain citizenship as it is for a camel to pass through
the eye of a needle.

More people are becoming concerned about the cruel treatment of
animals, promoting many of the same arguments that were used in the
fight against slavery, notably asserting that slaves were human and had
the same feelings as those who “owned” them.  William Wilberforce,
the great British leader of the movement that culminated in the
English Parliament's passing of the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833,
was also a founder of the English RSPCA in 1824, where the R
signifies sponsorship by a member of the Royal Family, Princess (later
Queen) Victoria.  Obviously Wilberforce and his colleagues believed
that many similar factors existed in the treatment of animals as in the
treatment of slaves.

The conditions of poverty in which many members of the lower
classes lived and worked in the 19th and early 20th centuries were no
better than slavery, the main difference sometimes being only that they
were not legally and sometimes physically chained to their place of
work.  In his book Capital (1867) Karl Marx described some of the
worst conditions he found among workers, including women and
children, in the cities of northern England.  They were unregulated,
appalling, with 12-hour days, often 7 days a week, dirty, dangerous,
as bad or sometimes worse than slave labour.  The difference was that
these workers were paid, although the rates were low and could be
withheld for punishment at the whim of the boss.  One example will
suffice, but it was not by any means the exception:

One of the most abominable, dirtiest, and worst-paid kinds of
labour, in which by preference young girls and women are
employed, is rag sorting. . .  [Rags] are used as manure, in the
making of bed flocks, in the preparation of shoddy.*  

Karl Marx, 1818-1883, Capital, pt 4, ch 13, sect 4

* NOTE:  “shoddy” was a low quality woollen cloth made from old
used wool imported from all over the world; it was notorious as
a source of infections such as smallpox among the workers.

Continued in column at right.

Continued from previous column

Add to conditions like those in the shoddy factory and most industrial
works of that era the fact that almost any punishment could be meted
out by the owner or the boss.  He could fire the worker for any or no
reason; or he could fine the worker a sum of money totally
disproportional to the infraction committed.  A worker's late arrival
might result in a wage deduction of as much or more than his day's
pay, with the penalty that the inability to pay might also result in
imprisonment of the offender in a debtor's prison where many died
with no hope of ever redeeming their debt.

In a period of history when human beings were habitually
subjected to such foul and disgusting conditions which the majority
of the more fortunate populace either considered acceptable or did not
know of, it is no surprise that animals could receive equally harsh
treatment.  Perhaps the greater surprise as we look back over history
is that, simultaneous with the early efforts by a minority to effect
improvement for humans, a smaller minority consisting of some of the
same individuals began work to improve the conditions for animals.

There are plenty of examples of pit ponies being used
underground in coal mines to pull excessive loads and never seeing
the light of day.  The life expectancy of those animals, due to the
harsh treatment they received and the lack of any veterinary care for
injuries or sickness, would have been extremely short.

While most of the worst examples are now punishable and fairly
rare, animals are still used for experimentation in the production of
drugs, military applications, etc.  Many animals still are, especially
dogs—“man’s best friend”.  And ironically that may be the reason
why—that dogs are normally obedient and co-operative, and rarely
turn on the humans they know well.  Vivisection (experimentation on
living subjects) is still used by some pharmaceutical manufacturers
and even by institutions such as universities who might be expected
to know better.  Such practices are carefully concealed, with the
general public being kept strictly ignorant of what goes on in secluded
laboratories even in enlightened countries like our own.  There are
also instances of family pets being kidnapped by unscrupulous
persons who then profit by selling them for vivisection.  View this
video, although it is distressing to watch.  Can you imagine your
household pet being stolen from your home and then subjected to
treatment that amounts to torture?  This can, and does, happen.

Vivisection has also been used on humans, most notably by the
Nazis under Dr Josef Mengele “The Angel of Death” in Auschwitz
concentration camp during World War Two where he subjected Jews
and other ‘undesirables’ to genetic experimentation before they were
sent to their death in the gas chambers.

Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian activist, remarked that The greatness
of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its
animals are treated.  Vivisection is the blackest of all crimes that man
is at present committing against God and his fair creation.

It is a known fact that those who intentionally cause animals to 
suffer, may be at the top of the slippery slope leading to similar
treatment of humans, even children.  It is time for all to recognise that
animals, especially the higher orders, also have feelings, as we do,
and they can be caused just as much suffering. — SLH

In a lighter, humorous mood, you may enjoy reading the History of
the RSPCA, which contains an amusing section “Bill Burns and His
Ass”.  Also, The Ass Got a Verdict, by Ivan Kreilkamp.

https://www.google.ca/search?q=Robinson+Crusoe&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab&gfe_rd=cr&dcr=0&ei=P-N3Wu_FDMTTXtm_iOgC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncle_Tom%27s_Cabin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncle_Tom%27s_Cabin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Book_of_Negroes_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Book_of_Negroes_(novel)
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wilberforce
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavery_Abolition_Act_1833
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Society_for_the_Prevention_of_Cruelty_to_Animals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vivisection
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUFYzY-ZdZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUFYzY-ZdZg
file:///|//It%20is%20time%20that%20we%20all%20recognised%20that%20animals,%20especially%20the%20higher%20orders,%20also%20have%20feelings,%20just%20as%20we%20do.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahatma_Gandhi
https://www.animallaw.info/article/history-rspca
https://www.animallaw.info/article/history-rspca
http://www.branchcollective.org/?ps_articles=ivan-kreilkamp-the-ass-got-a-verdict-martins-act-and-the-founding-of-the-society-for-the-prevention-of-cruelty-to-animals-1822
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AMERICAN TARIFFS ON STEEL & ALUMINUM
IMPORTED FROM CANADA

Despite disagreement expressed by almost all of his advisers, Donald
Trump has stated that he will impose tariffs on all American imports
of steel and aluminum, which are among the most valuable deals
Canada has with USA.  About 90% of the aluminum and 50% of the
steel used in America originates in Canada.

The stated purpose of these tariffs is to increase the production of
these metals in the USA as capital commodities essential to the
defence industry so that it will be less susceptible to interference by
any external (non-USA) authority.  However the economies of
America and Canada are so closely interwoven such interference is
practically no more likely than if all of both metals originated in
America.   Unless the most improbable occurred in the form of a very
major disagreement between America and Canada (for example, the
tariffs) the supply of both metals is totally secure 

What Trump’s threat is more likely to do is to disrupt the
relationship between the two countries by forcing Canada to review
it, not only for these metals, but for other goods and services that may
be endangered.  This may be necessary to avoid a rift harmful to both
nations.  Canada must not accept such disruptive behaviour without
policies to protect it, if such a situation should be reached.  Trump is
apparently convinced that Canada gains so significant an advantage
over its ally that adjustment is necessary to “level the playing field”
between the two countries.  The fact is that USA has controlled most
of the playing field since 1867 anyway. 

To correct what he perceives as the true state of affairs, Trump
wants to renegotiate the NAFTA agreement, and if Canada refuses, he
will then cancel America’s participation in NAFTA, which is likely to
cause enormous harm to both countries.  Canada has reluctantly
agreed to such renegotiation, but will insist on maintaining the
traditional status of the agreement if necessary.

This American action is one more example of the elephant-and-
mouse situation which has long existed and which varies from time to
time due to the normal exigencies in such co-operative arrangements,
but could result in a weakening of trade between the two, a harmful
possibility for both countries which have such close relationships in
many commodity deals between them.  It has many characteristics
which suggest one more instance of a much more powerful and larger
nation bullying a much less powerful and smaller one for its own
advantage.  It may even be a throwback to the American concept of
Continentalism, or Manifest Destiny, another entire discussion.

Trump has stated clearly that no exceptions will be made to his
demands relating to the steel and aluminum tariffs, which are set to be
imposed very soon, if not by the end of the week of March 5 to 11. 
He has the ability to enforce those demands, regardless of any action
by Canada, except perhaps to apply similar demands of our own,
which would be more likely to hurt Canada than the USA.  In reality,
he has us over a barrel.  Even recourse to an international court for
resolution is likely to be useless, since a ruling in Canada’s favour
would most likely be ignored by Trump who can use his unregulated
power as President to ride rough-shod over even his own people when
the urge takes him.

Many Americans are opposed to the imposition of these tariffs. 
They explain that tariffs are usually the cause of retaliation with more
tariffs by the defending country which has no alternative but to select
another industry where it can impose comparable tariffs of its own. 

In this case American agriculture has been mentioned as a possible
target for Canada.  Many of the food items imported from USA are
also produced by Mexico, and could be imported to replace the
American ones.  Most food goods from Mexico and America arrive
in Canada by truck, crossing the border into California or Texas from
where they then diverge northwards and eastwards towards Canada. 
This could cause congestion at both USA-Mexico and USA-Canada
borders unable to accommodate the enormous traffic increase.  It
would also add to the cost of those goods, and to greater spoilage
caused by longer transportation time, border congestion, and even
shortages of available (and willing) operators of trucks or trains.

Members of Congress are generally opposed to the imposition of
these tariffs and on Tuesday March 06, Paul Ryan, Speaker of the
House of Representatives, spoke to reporters about a solution to all-
inclusive tariffs as they stand.  The real problem, he said, is
“dumping”—the pricing of goods below their proper market
value—which hurts home production and almost certainly costs jobs
and hardship.  Therefore, he said, a “more surgical approach” is
essential to prevent disaster.  Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell also offered similar advice in a press conference of his
own.  Speaker Ryan suggested specific tariffs should be imposed on
only the offending nations, rather than on all steel and aluminum
imports.  This would be a fair way of dealing with the issue without
affecting countries to which it does not apply, and also it would avoid
retaliation by countries that do not “dump” their product in USA.

It remains to be seen whether Trump will heed Paul Ryan’s words. 
Given the rather shaky relationships between the White House and
many Congress members, the words of Speaker Ryan may well be
completely ignored, especially as Trump has repeated on a few
occasions that he has little respect for Congress, and therefore may
feel no obligation to take heed of Ryan.

Should the blanket tariffs be applied, it would not be unreasonable
to expect those affected countries which are not dumping their steel
or aluminum to apply corresponding tariffs on some imports from
America, and thus begins a downward spiral of trade as tit-for-tat
becomes the order of the day.  Then, if these actions continue for any
amount of time, most economists agree that a collapse of world trade
may be expected, causing financial problems as in the 1930s.

Trump has not yet responded to these suggestions about the use of
controlled tariffs, and no doubt that will depend very much on the
reaction he perceives from his base, most of whom tend to accept his
ideas without question.

Our own Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has expressed concern to
Trump over the tariffs issue, but the President’s response has not yet
been reported.  However Wilbur Ross in his deadpan manner strongly
supports the tariffs, downplaying the negative effects they are
expected to produce.  Also the American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO, about 12 million
members) President Richard Trumka has said the tariffs will work in
favour of his members, saying, “This is a great first step toward
addressing trade cheating, and we will continue to work with the
administration on rewriting trade rules to benefit working people.” 
But his views are not widely accepted, and he has an axe to grind
anyway.  Most American leaders, including many of Trump’s closest
advisers including his well-respected senior adviser Gary Cohen, have
been critical.  It should also be noted that Prime Minister Stefan
Löfven of Sweden, visiting USA recently, was certainly not
enthusiastic, expressing concern about the very possible negative

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continentalism#Continentalism_in_North_America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifest_destiny
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continentalism#Continentalism_in_North_America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebensraum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilbur_Ross
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_Cohn_(investment_banker)
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefan_L%C3%B6fven
<current%20document>https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stefan_L%C3%B6fven
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outcome if they are imposed.
The worst aspect of using tariffs to regulate international trade is

that as other nations put into effect plans to protect themselves, the
entire process begins a downward spiral.  Trump’s Chief Economic
Adviser Gary Cohn, a widely respected investment banker with long
experience, has strongly advised against arbitrary tariffs and has
resigned from Trump’s White House.  (Cohn almost resigned over
Trump’s refusal to criticise the white supremacists at Charlottesville
last year.)  When a person of Cohn’s calibre resigns over a policy
disagreement, it is an important warning.

Says Trump, “Everyone wants to work for me . . .”  So his
detractors ask why are there so many resignations?—more than a
dozen in slightly more than a year.  The general consensus seems to
be that Cohn is just one more of the many who give the lie to Trump’s
boast as they bear witness to the chaos afflicting the White House.

It must be difficult to work effectively in the vitriolic atmosphere
of this White House, and if the staff are uncomfortable then their work
will suffer.  Among senior staff the only ones who have served there
longer than Gary Cohn are Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump, both
Trump family members, and their light has recently been eclipsed.

All of this could be very amusing if it were not so pathetic and
potentially so destructive to useful achievements not only affecting the
United States. That would be serious, but the poison spreads much
further.  The facts are that the bad decisions of Donald Trump, of
which the tariffs are among the worst so far, are enormously damaging
around the world.  If Trump pursues his tariff policy and trade wars
are unleashed around the world, no country will escape the effects,
and it may take many years to recover, while provoking warfare,
rebellion, poverty and disease, already very difficult problems
exceeded perhaps only by global warming to which Trump’s policies
are also contributing.

On 2018 March 08 Trump introduced his promised tariffs which
would very deeply affect Canada.  However cooler heads prevailed
somewhere in the recesses of the White House and a temporary delay
has relieved Canada and Mexico from the immediate imposition of the
tariffs, subject to changes favourable to America being made in the
negotiations to update NAFTA.  However if Trump is not satisfied
with those changes he will withdraw USA from NAFTA and the tariffs
will then be applied also to Canada and Mexico, and of course
NAFTA will no longer exist in practice.  In time, with TPP fully
ratified, it may provide a similar arrangement for Canada and Mexico. 
However it is not yet functional, and our negotiators and Mexico’s
must make every effort to ensure the survival of NAFTA which has
been generally beneficial with the protection it provides to both
countries from the overwhelming negotiating strength of the USA. 

Unless Congress brings this runaway “President” under control, or
he is soon removed from office, it will require decades to repair the
damage he has created.  The environment may be the greatest casualty
of the Trump administration and unless as yet unknown remedies are
discovered, global warming will continue despite the efforts of the rest
of us.  Hopefully those in the American government who oppose
Trump’s negative measures such as his removing or weakening the
environmental regulations protections put in place before 2017 but
which he has already removed.

It is high time for Congress to apply the few flimsy and slow
remedies the American Constitution provides to remove an
undesirable and inappropriate President.  If they delay much longer,
it may be too late.  — SLH 

Obituary

ALEXANDER (ALEX) PENNEY
1945 August 2 - 2018 March 21

YORK HARBOUR, NL

It was with great sadness that the
family of the late Alexander
Penney announced his passing
after a courageous battle with
cancer at the palliative care unit
WMRH on Wednesday 2018
March 21, in his 72nd year. 

He left to mourn with fond and
loving memories, his loving wife
of 46 years, Sheila; beloved
children: Denise Penney, Petrina
Penney (Cory Pennell), Robin
Penney (Megan); precious grandchildren: Mandy Penney, Megan
Penney, Alexandra Pennell, Kaitlyn Pennell, Brianna Bellows, Sierra
Dove; sisters and brothers: Wallace Penney (Jane), Harley, Shirley
Marshall (Glen), Irene Greening (Eric), Barry Penney (Lorraine),
Anne Pitts (Greg), Malcolm Clouter; brother in law Clayton Perry;
and a large circle of nieces, nephews, other relatives and friends.

Alexander was predeceased by his parents: Leslie and Gladys
Penney; parents in law: George and Rosetta Robinson; sisters:
Elizabeth Perry & Marie Matchim; infant sister Nellie Irene; brother
Sam Penney; and infant granddaughter Christian Sherry.

Visitation for family and friends took place at Country Haven
Funeral Home, 167 Country Road, on Thursday 2018 March 22, from 
7-9 pm and on Friday, March 23, 2018 from 2-4 & 7-9 pm.  The
funeral service took place on Saturday 2018 March 24 at the Country
Haven Chapel at 2 pm with Rev Roberta Woodman officiating.
Interment followed at the Lark Harbour Cemetery.  As expressions of
sympathy, flowers were graciously accepted, and/or memorial
donations made to the Western Memorial Regional Hospital Palliative
Care Unit, the Newfoundland and Labrador Heart & Stroke
Foundation, or to a charity of one’s choice.  The family would like to
send a special thanks to the Chemotherapy Unit Western Memorial
Regional Hospital and to all the nurses and staff at the Palliative Care
Unit for their kindness and compassion throughout this difficult time.
The family guestbook could be signed by visiting
www.country-haven.ca.

We offer our very sincere condolences to Alex’s
family and friends during their sad bereavement.

»»»
NOTE re Column at left: 
It was announced on March 14 that the tariffs have affected the
Corner Brook Pulp & Paper Mill with the loss of a dozen or so jobs. 
Fortunately management was able to avoid actual layoffs, but such
measures are not always possible and may not be permanent.  Other
tariff changes affecting the Corner Brook mill have also been noticed
since March 14.  Kruger management is working to resolve the issue,
and have stated that so far the mill operation is affected but not at
risk. 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=Gary+Cohn&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab&gfe_rd=cr&dcr=0&ei=X6-iWtfGK-yoX8G9tJAI
http://www.country-haven.ca.
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DONALD TRUMP
MAVERICK EXTRAORDINAIRE

Donald Trump has managed to fool the American people.  There are
always some who will be fooled by any politician who raises his head
and calls for support, but such aspiring leaders seldom manage to hold
public support for long, or if they do it is limited to a small group. 
They are like comets on the political sky, coming and going within a
short season, then disappearing indefinitely.

People like Oswald Mosley in England, or, more recently, Jean-
Marie Le Pen and his daughter Marine Le Pen of the right wing
populist party Front National in France are examples. Such individuals
can be disruptive influences on the efforts of more conventional
politicians, though their time on the political scene is generally quite
brief, and only in exceptional conditions do they
have a more permanent place in the political
scene.

Oswald Mosley (1896-1980) was a player in
British politics from about 1920 until about 1960. 
During this time he was involved in various
political activities including as a British Member
of Parliament for the British Union of Fascists. 
During his lifetime he joined and left the
Conservative and the Labour Party and founded the
New Party, but was never very successful in his
political ventures.

In France the Le Pen family, father, daughter,
and granddaughter have been more successful in
their political ventures.  In 2016 Granddaughter
Marine Le Pen made a run for President of France
on behalf of the Front National, losing to
Emmanuel Macron in the final round of voting on
2017 May 07.

Mosley and the Le Pen family were all
disruptive in their politics, being on the extreme
right of the political spectrum.  They have been
involved in questionable activities, and for brief
moments generated a substantial popular following
for themselves.  Trump expressed support for Le
Pen, quoting her statements on borders, refugees,
etc, where he agreed with her.  Obama came out in
support of Macron.

In many ways Donald Trump is the American equivalent of
Mosley and Le Pen, with the great difference that he succeeded in
becoming president of his country, while Le Pen failed, and Mosley
never even tried for leadership of a major party.  But, like death and
taxes, they seem always to be there, the extremes of  the spectrum in
many western democratic nations, where they may have a long-
standing permanent but sideline role.

Robert Bruce Ford became ill and passed on
before he could effect any real differences in
Toronto.  But he did manage to ruffle some feathers
among the establishment in the city, and now that his
brother  Doug Ford Jr has become leader of the
Progressive Conservatives of Ontario, he may prove
to be the provincial and Canadian version of a
Donald Trump.  However that remains to be seen
over the next few years.  He has not had much chance yet to display

his mettle, so it is too early to say.  But if he follows his brother’s
intentions we may see more in future.

Like Trump, these mavericks are often inexperienced as
politicians, but they are part of the broad spectrum of political views. 
They are almost always on the extremes—until suddenly they are in
the political centre of action.  Donald J Trump is another such, but
with a rare exception: he seems to have no very clear or consistent
political leaning, either left or right, nor has he associated himself
with any traditional populist movement.  Instead, he has created a
niche of his own which has attracted many of the disaffected and the
extremists on both sides of the political spectrum and he plays to his
loyal adulators almost exclusively.  His own loyalty seems to be
entirely to himself.

In his second year in office it is still difficult to determine where
Trump stands on many issues.  This is not because he is an
enigma—he is not—but rather because he is erratic, inconsistent,
unpredictable, often naïve, and sometimes, unfortunately, a liar. 
These characteristics are undesirable in a leader of any government,
and certainly in one that styles itself and wants to be recognised as the
leader of the Free World. Trump has expressed opinions on topics
like global warming, on the perennial tinder boxes of the Middle East
and the Korean Peninsula, and on his perceived notion that America
is on the losing end of their trade relationships, a notion that most
countries would question.  And perhaps most surprising and
perplexing for many, he has cultivated contact either openly or
otherwise with some of the modern world’s less attractive régimes
(e.g. Philippines, Russia, Turkey) while paying only cursory attention
to other more desirable contacts.  These overtures have doubtless
raised questions in the minds of some allies and have done little,
perhaps nothing, to benefit American interests.

Trump is not only a maverick, which in itself is not necessarily a
danger: in fact, it can sometimes introduce much-needed change.  His
acceptance of bilateral discussions with Kim Jong-Un, if indeed they
materialise, could be an example, since efforts by previous presidents
have failed, and it is a very long shot anyway.  However for someone
with no real experience of, and not inhibited by previous international
policy discussions that failed, he may just have some limited success. 
The risk of a disastrous result is however disproportionately great
because negotiating in international politics is vastly different from
negotiating for a new resort complex, no matter where.

Even very moderate success over North Korea will be welcome if
achieved.  On the other hand, making veiled hints that drug dealers
should be subject to the death penalty, is too dangerous.  If such a
penalty receives popular support, how soon might a similar penalty be
legislated to, for example, drivers found guilty of DUI, fatal or not? 
For Trump and many of his base, such a simplistic approach to DUI
may well seem to be an attractive solution.

To the inexperienced outside observer, as well as to Trump, a
relative newcomer to politics, many of today’s controversial issues
often appear very simple and easy to resolve, especially if money is
not involved.  For example, the nuclear situation with North Korea
may appear to lend itself to a ready solution by bombing the
installations before the Koreans have the chance to use them.  A
leader with the kind of military power available to Trump might use
his nuclear capability with no more hesitation than his authorising the
use of the MOAB bomb on an Iranian airfield in April 2017.  But
while it is true that ruthless action may occasionally be justified,
necessary, and potentially successful, it is not viable as a last resort in

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Front_(France)
http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/holoprelude/mosley.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Union_of_Fascists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_Pen_family
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_Le_Pen#Second_presidential_candidacy:_2016%E2%80%9317
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmanuel_Macron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rob_Ford
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doug_Ford_Jr.
http://www.latimes.com/politics/washington/la-na-essential-washington-updates-white-house-drops-mother-of-all-bombs-1492102824-htmlstory.htm
http://www.latimes.com/politics/washington/la-na-essential-washington-updates-white-house-drops-mother-of-all-bombs-1492102824-htmlstory.htm
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regions of such high civilian population.
Meanwhile, back home in Florida the state legislature has passed

a gun law incorporating some of the changes promised to the young
people during their campaign.  After the Parkland massacre Trump
supported some of the same measures, including raising the legal age
for obtaining certain types of weapons.  As recently as Monday
March 12 Trump revealed what he will support, and it does not
mention the minimum age restriction which he had earlier supported. 
So why not?  Did the NRA get to him on the age issue? — it was
something they strongly opposed.  It certainly looks very much as if
this is yet one more occasion when Trump either does not know what
he believes, or is so afraid of the NRA that he agrees to what they
want if they lean on him a bit.  On top of everything else, Trump looks
like a gutless wonder with either no courage of his convictions, or no
convictions anyway.  The latter may be more like the truth.

In November 2016 Trump’s sole concern was to be elected as
President, and he was prepared to go to any lengths to achieve it. 
Since then, when any other new President would be giving all his
attention to preparing and backing up the changes he had promised
and wanted to introduce, Trump has continued his hostile rhetoric
against everyone except Vladimir Putin and a few other equally
unsavoury leaders.  With one exception.  He has not neglected
meetings with other world leaders, currying favour there and making
himself look statesmanlike, ensuring that they say good things about
him when they appear before reporters.  But in my career as a school
principal I worked with student committee presidents who were truly
more statesman-like than President Donald Trump.         

Does Trump possess the necessary judgement and self control to
modify his behaviour?  His constant craving for the limelight and his
obsession with re-election even though he has more than two years
before the polls in November 2020 would suggest he lacks that
judgement.  This obsession could possibly lead him into a kind of
brinkmanship deemed too dangerous and avoided by his White House
predecessors.  So far he has escaped any serious consequences of his
abrasive behaviour, but this  may not continue indefinitely.

As so many knowledgeable commentators and politicians have
remarked, negotiating with Kim Jong-Un in an environment of strife
and mistrust which has existed more than half a century and has
consistently precluded much genuine debate, is poles apart from the
real estate deals that Trump could walk away from with impunity any
time he wished.

Today’s international political stage has an intense but delicate
realism that the maverick Trump will never fully comprehend.

— SLH

PENNSYLVANIA  SPECIAL  ELECTION
2018 March 03

In Canada it would be called a “By-Election”.  Americans call it
“Special”, because it is not part of a General Election.  It is called to
replace an elected person who resigns or dies.  It took place on
Tuesday 2018 March 13 in the 18th Congressional District of
Pennsylvania near the City of Pittsburgh.  And it certainly deserves the
name Special in more ways than the usual one.

Pennsylvania has elected very few Democrats in recent years, and
in 2016 District 18 elected Donald Trump as President with a 20%
majority, a huge lead anywhere.  But Trump’s behaviour since his
election has so disappointed people that many are reassessing their

opinions and considering parties other than Trump’s Republicans.
Three candidates were on the ballots, in alphabetical order:  Conor

LAMB (Democrat), Drew MILLER (Libertarian), Rick SACCONE
(Republican).  Because District 18 has been so loyally for Trump in
2016, normally a Trump supporter would be expected to win in this
Special Election, but so many voters are now disillusioned about
Trump that the opinion polls have shown Trump’s popularity so low
that his candidate is also low in popularity.  Drew Miller is a marginal
candidate, whose party gets about as many votes as a communist
candidate might.  He finished with less than 2,000 votes out of a total
votes cast of a bit less than 230,000.  It was really a two-way race
between Conor Lamb and Rick Saccone.

In about half an hour of polls closing, voting results started
coming in.  The first numbers were Lamb (D) 774 or 53%, Saccone
(R) 677, 47%.  The numbers varied a little through the evening, but
were so close that even after all ballots except the mail-in ones were
counted, the outcome was still in question: Lamb 113,111 and
Saccone 112,532.  Depending on how the mail-in vote worked out,
Saccone could still win.  It looked like Lamb must have won, but the
mail-in votes could not be counted to resolve it until morning.

Through the entire evening, for some 5 hours, Lamb was leading. 
His lead ranged from 58% to Saccone’s 49%, then, in the late
evening, down to 49.7% with Saccone collecting also 49.7%.  It is
rare to see election results so close, especially when more than
205,000 votes are in question.  Miller secured only about 0.6% of the
vote, perhaps about 3,000.  

The result at the end of the night, although not confirmed as of
this report, has to be a huge concern for Trump as it foreshadows
possible similar bad scores in other Special Elections before the
MidTerm Election in November 2018.  It looks rather as if a large
number of electors, even in pro-Trump regions, are shifting their
loyalty.  Republicans are arguing that the loser was a weak candidate. 
Maybe.  However he had much high-powered support, including
visits by Trump.

Trump himself is not up for re-election until 2020, but many of his
Congress supporters are, and the outlook for them is not encouraging. 
Many seasoned members are retiring, which means inexperienced
people will be running, though this is true for both parties; but facing
opposition is harder for them than for those who have support.

Both parties will be heavily into fund-raising for November.  But
it may not be enough to get a Trump supporter elected.  The
Republicans spent $7.3 million in advertising for their candidate, and
the Democrats $4.4 million, for a total of almost $12 million
according to NBC News. That breaks down to a bit over $50 per
registered voter.  Democracy is an expensive matter!

How much longer does the world have to endure this lying,
womanising, dishonest idiot who has been masquerading as President
of the United States for the last fifteen months?  They have an
unquestionable right to elect whatever honest person or criminal they
wish, but they cannot expect those of us who are not Americans to
believe what they say after this recent event.  

If you are not yet aware of the incident with Justin Trudeau over
NAFTA issues, then read this article or see endnote 1. 

Sure, Trump was apparently elected legally, but how many other
lies, still hidden, contributed to that success?  It seems quite clear that
without the false innuendoes that he would not have won the 2016
November election.  It has been about 90% proven that without the  
                       Continued and completed on next page

https://www.nbcnews.com/card/updated-ad-spending-pa-18-11-7-million-n855256
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/trump-trudeau-1.4577179
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Continued from previous page
accusations made against Hillary Clinton during her election campaign
of 2015-16 were basically rumours or inventions — rotten fruit of
Trump’s twisted mentality, or contact with Russia.

Can we believe other accusations he has made?  Under ordinary
circumstances it seems very unlikely that most people would choose
to believe Stormy Daniels, a porn star, in preference to the US
President.  But since Trump apparently selects and edits his comments
to support his personal mood at the time, it is often difficult, if not
impossible, to know who is telling the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.  However the more we hear from Trump, the
less credible are his assertions or his denials.  His loyal base seems to
believe anything he says, but who can we believe? 

ENDNOTE 1
Simply put, without being aware of any of the facts, Trump lied and
argued with Justin Trudeau that Canada has a surplus of trade with the
USA, a statement Trudeau challenged.  After checking with his own
advisers, Trump was told that Canada does not have a goods surplus
(i.e. does not export more goods to USA than we import from them). 
The truth is that Canada sells more goods to USA than USA sells to
Canada; but Canada buys more services from USA than the USA buys
from Canada.  The truth then is somewhere in between, but the
information is vast, confusing, and complex.  Some items such as
automobile parts cross and re-cross the border several times in various
stages of manufacture with value added before each crossing. 
Accurate reckoning is therefore complex and variable, rendering a
final comparison very difficult.  See StatsCan website.  — SLH 

 

TRUMP IS TAKING THE WORLD
EVER CLOSER TO ANOTHER WAR

On Thursday 2018 March 22 General H R McMaster was
replaced by John Robert Bolton as Trump’s National
Security Adviser.  McMaster had been a moderating
influence on Trump’s foreign policy for roughly a year:
John Bolton, a former US ambassador to the UN (2005-6)
during George W Bush’s Presidency, is widely known to be more
‘hawkish’ in his views in matters relating specifically to dealings with
both Iran and North Korea, a dangerous risk at a time when a meeting
between Trump and Kim Jong-Un is expected to be taking place
sometime during the next few weeks.

The De-Militarised Zone, the border between the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) and South Korea has since
the 1950s been a very sensitive region, heavily armed by both
countries on their respective sides, with occasional shots fired from
one side to the other.  For half a century open hostilities have
remained more or less controlled.  However John Bolton has
expressed his opinion that America should begin more offensive
military action there.  If America begins to follow this advice when
Bolton becomes Trump’s official adviser there is every possibility that
North Korea will retaliate and the subdued hostility of past decades
could erupt into open warfare which could quickly escalate out of
control, involving China to the north, S. Vietnamese and American
forces to the south, and Japanese to the east, in full-scale warfare
involving the use of nuclear weaponry.  — SLH 

WHAT DO YOU VALUE MOST
ABOUT CANADA?

I CONTINUE TO WRITE MANY ARTICLES ABOUT DONALD TRUMP

because I believe strongly that the changes he is making in the United
States and around the world are precisely what the world does not
need, nor does Canada.  Yet Canadians should be aware of them.

Trump has shown himself to be an authoritarian and is gathering
more advisers of similar views as time passes.  He is also totally
disorganised and apparently concerned mostly with maintaining his
personal position and wealth.  He pays lip service to higher values,
but it is easy to see that they are not important to him.

Until the American Congress, supported by the FBI, CIA,
Homeland Security, state, local and municipal governments, begins
to apply firm action to control Trump’s excesses, the fabric of
American democracy will be so damaged that it will take a generation
to repair it, if indeed it can be repaired.

We do not want to see a similar decay in Canada, but unless we
exercise great vigilance, it will happen, because everything in the
USA, good or bad, eventually finds its way across our border.

Where did the drug epidemics begin? Not in Canada.  Where do
the illegal guns originate? Not in Canada.  Where did anti-immigrant
feelings begin?  Not in Canada.  Mostly they came from the south.

Of course, good things have also come from there — life-saving
techniques, medications, inventions, cultural concepts, and more.

However unless we want to be submerged in the Great American
Melting Pot we must be vigilant, selecting the good and eschewing
the bad.  Our survival as an independent nation with a clear sense of
our own worth depends on careful nurturing of the values that
distinguish Canada from America.

Trump’s reluctance to confront Vladimir Putin is believed by
many to have contributed indirectly to the increased boldness of
Russia.  The recent poisoning incidents in the United Kingdom may
be attributable to Russia’s feeling emboldened to act with greater
impunity since Trump’s election in 2016.  This Russian boldness and
denial may also contribute to Trump’s desire to end the Mueller
investigation which is moving increasingly closer to eventually
implicating him.

Trumpism, with its confrontational attitudes to so many values
held sacred by the free world, is a tsunami ready to roll across our
borders and submerge those concepts that make Canada special: a
protected environment,  universal medicare, and respect for others,
are just a few at risk.

Please, Canadians, do not take our freedom and differences for
granted   Be constantly vigilant and aware that the survival not just of
our democratic system but of our actual country depends upon you. 
Follow the involvement of Canada with other countries and political
systems around the world.  Preserve our heritage by voting your
choice in every election — municipal, provincial and especially
federal — to protect and nurture our most precious asset, our
Freedom.  .  In the words I saw on tv on a placard at the March for
Our Lives, “You can’t fix stupid, but you can vote it out”. — SLH 

What do you value most about Canada?
What do you think should be the role of America today?
What should be Canada’s role in today’s world?

Write an article for the BMD.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stormy_Daniels
http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cimt-cicm/section-section?lang=eng&dataTransformation=0&refYr=2017&refMonth=1&freq=12&countryId=0&usaState=9&provId=1&retrieve=Retrieve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_R._Bolton
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-43440992
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/18/europe/uk-russia-nerve-agent/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/18/europe/uk-russia-nerve-agent/index.html
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